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In any  h i s to r y  of  a rch i te c tura l 

conservation in Ontario, the years 

from 1926 to 1938 are seminal. They are 

when Eric Ross Arthur, newly appointed 

assistant professor in the Department of 

Architecture at the University of Toronto, 

deployed his considerable talents to 

bring Ontario’s early architecture to 

public notice, and to give it some modest 

protection. He wrote widely about it, had 

his students make measured drawings of 

worthy examples, photographed with 

assistance several hundred fine buildings 

and their details, lectured on them to his 

students and others, and was a moving 

force behind the organization of the 

Architectural Conservancy of Ontario. 

Like an overactive waterbug, he moved 

among these numerous initiatives and 

was an essential force to them all. 

In looking for Arthur’s reasons for doing 

so there is no need to go beyond his 

introduction to Small Houses of the Late 

18th and the Early 19th Centuries in Ontario 

(c. 1926), one of his first writings about 

his newly found passion. Considering 

the strides that had been made in 

appreciating the early architecture of 

the United States, Quebec, and England, 

he called attention to Ontario’s blindness 

to its more modest but equally worthy 

patrimony: 

[H]ere in Ontario, the best work possesses 

nothing but a quiet charm and dignity which 

make no striking appeal to the owner or 

the general public. Yet small houses and 

churches are to be found quite as fine as 

any on this continent, in fact, some are 

as good as the best work of the Georgian 

period when, in domestic architecture, the 
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general standard of taste was higher than 

in any other period in history.1

And so he set out do something about it. 

In 1926, Arthur joined two of his students, 

Mackenzie Waters and Jack Ryrie, in pre-

paring measured drawings of Bishop 

Thomas Fuller’s house, “The Beechlands” 

in Thorold, and of “Bertie Hall” in Fort 

Erie. That same summer, another student, 

Wendell P. Lawson, recorded several 

buildings in Niagara-on-the-Lake. Their 

drawings were included in Arthur’s Small 

Houses. Over the following decade, other 

students, including Robert Hanks, Alvin 

Sherlock [Shy] Mathers, Donald Reed, and 

Leonard Shore, turned out their own sets 

of visually-striking drawings. Although the 

practice of making measured drawings 

seems to have slowed down among 

Arthur’s students in the mid-1930s,2 it 

was revived in the 1940s and continued 

through the 1960s. Many hundreds of 

these drawings form part of Arthur’s fonds 

(C-57-7) in the Archives of Ontario.

They are complemented by a related 

fonds (C-57-1), which comprises a remar-

kable collection of glass-plate negatives 

for eight hundred and fifty photogra-

phs of early Ontario buildings and their 

details. These were assembled by Arthur 

between 1927 and 1932. He himself 

donated the collection to the Archives of 

Ontario in 1959. The Donor File for the 

gift held by the Ontario Archives sheds 

little light on how the project was car-

ried out. For example, some mystery sur-

rounds the actual taking of the pictures, 

since Arthur himself was not known to 

be a keen amateur photographer. Also, 

lugging around the heavy view camera 

as well as boxes of glass plates and other 

paraphernalia unassisted would have 

FIG. 1. “BUILDINGS ALREADY PHOTOGRAPHED OR MEASURED.” | ERIC ARTHUR, EARLY BUILDINGS  

OF ONTARIO, 1938, P.22.

FIG. 2. “BUILDINGS ALREADY PHOTOGRAPHED OR MEASURED.” | ERIC ARTHUR, EARLY BUILDINGS  

OF ONTARIO, 1938, P.23.
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tried his strength and his patience. But he 

has left no record of the names of his hel-

pers on the project. Perhaps Arthur’s pho-

tographer doubled as his chauffeur since 

his son Paul once stated that his father 

never learned to drive. In Paul’s words,3 

“he was ‘too nervous’ to be allowed to 

conduct a vehicle on his own.” But there 

is no doubt the redoubtable professor 

was in charge when it came to choosing 

his building subjects and the angles from 

which they were shot. 

What follows benefits from a personal 

list I was permitted to make nearly thirty 

years ago as part of an inspection of 

the original glass-plate negatives. This 

section of the collection is now closed 

to the public. Each plate was stored in 

an envelope inscribed with the date 

the photo was taken and its subject. 

My handwritten list was left with the 

Archives of Ontario; I kept only a copy. 

In analyzing the places where Arthur 

found his subjec ts , there is l i t tle 

evidence that project was planned much 

in advance. Some parts of the province 

were crisscrossed more than once, and 

towns like Niagara-on-the-Lake and 

Port Hope were visited on a number of 

occasions in different years. The great 

majority of photos were taken in the 

months of July and August, usually in a 

series of short excursions rather than in 

one long tour. Domestic buildings from 

the late eighteenth century and first half 

of the nineteenth century predominate, 

but sometimes Arthur would veer off to 

capture some building details, a bridge, 

a few grave markers, or some ironwork.

Arthur’s first trip into the field was 

made in May 1927, when he and his 

companion(s) visited towns north of 

Toronto like Richmond Hill, Woodbridge, 

and Sharon; they continued apace a week 

or two later west along the Dundas 

highway to Palermo, Dundas, and Galt; 

then east along Highway No. 2 to towns 

like Grafton, Cobourg, and Port Hope. The 

1927 season was capped by their spending 

several days in the Niagara Peninsula, 

including in the town of Niagara itself. 

In 1928, Arthur and his associates 

spent less time in the field, all of it in 

July, covering the area along the Front 

between Cornwall and Kingston. In 1929, 

the itinerary included Holland Landing, 

Simcoe, Waterford, Sandwich, and 

Amherstburg. The following years, 1930 

and 1931, were periods of heavy travel 

resulting in some truly impressive pictures 

of Prince Edward and north Simcoe 

counties, the Niagara Peninsula, Picton, 

Perth, and Smith’s Falls. In 1932, his last 

season in the field, Arthur returned to 

many of the places he visited earlier, but 

added Merrickville, Burritts Rapids, and 

Pakenham where he recorded bridges.

Meanwhile, in 1927 and 1928, Arthur was 

taking material fresh from the field and 

publishing it as a series of articles under 

the heading “Early Architecture of the 

province of Ontario,” in the Journal of the 

Royal Architectural Institute of Canada. 

This title is similar to and anticipates The 

Early Buildings of Ontario4, a twenty-

three-page summary of his work since 

1926 which he published in 1938. Included 

there is a list of “Buildings Already 

Photographed or Measured,” reproduced 

here (figs. 1, 2), that might have been 

the basis for an inventory of heritage 

buildings of provincial significance had 

Ontario chosen to go down the road of a 

provincial inventory of heritage buildings.  

It is sobering to think Eric Arthur might 

have been the Sir Nikolaus Pevsner of this 

place had he continued to study earlier 

architecture and come to study Victorian-

style buildings across the province before 

concentrating on Toronto. 
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